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Disclaimer 

This eBook is a compilation of memories, photos of past events and experiences 

shared by the retired staff of the bank. Couple of pictures related to the information 

of the bank had been shared by their owners in private group of Ex-employees of 

the bank in social media and are taken from there. These are compiled by the 

editorial team without any responsibility on their part.  It is for the private use by 

the members and is not meant for any commercial use in anyways.  The views 

expressed in the write-ups in this eBook are the experiences of the writer and not 

of the editorial team. These are not intended against any individual, entity or 

institution.   
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Foreword 

 

 

I was delighted to be asked to associate myself with the XGB group 

which is active and keeping alive the memories of their days in 

Grindlays Bank and its associated organizations.  

 

It is a real Testament to the quality of our association that even after 

so many years have elapsed the spirit of camaraderie is as strong 

as ever. These memories may be about various events such as 

automation or customer satisfaction. 

 

For me, whenever people ask me why Grindlays was such a success 

amongst all the banks in India, foreign or Indian, my answer has 

always been because of the quality and spirit of our people. From 

what I have seen during my life, no other commercial organisation 

can compare with our spirit of togetherness irrespective of creed, 

religion or caste. The only thing that mattered to me was the family 

spirit.  

 

It is amazing that these groups which get together are able to do so 

with such enthusiasm.  

 

Although I served abroad in various capacities, I have very fond 

memories of postings in Kolkata, Amritsar and Bombay. There is so 

much nostalgia and affection for all the people I have worked with.  

I wish this XGB gathering all the very best. You will Always be in my 

thoughts.  

LONG LIVE THE SPIRIT OF GRINDLAYS!!! 

Ashok Dayal 

Shanti Niketan 

New Delhi 
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The Editor’s Message 

 

It gives us immense pleasure in presenting you with this eBook of the 

Memories Refresh of our days in the bank. The idea of compiling this book 

was conceived earlier this year in June. We had some apprehensions about 

its success, since a state of art book had already been released in March 

2017. However, it was decided to give it a try. 

 

Hence, a WhatsApp group was formed exclusively for this purpose and 

members were requested to refresh and share their memories. Request for 

contributions was also posted on XGB page on Facebook. 

 

We were amazed by the overwhelming response to the idea received from 

our colleagues world over. Although we took care not to choose the items 

that were already included in the book published in 2017, we intentionally 

selected a couple of items as repeat because the persons who shared 

them were seen to be so proud holders of these items.  Certain items like 

the interview letter of 1946, group photos of 40s, 50s, 60s etc and first 

hand account of merger of Mercantile Bank of India Shimla branch with 

Grindlays Bank Shimla branch are fascinating. 

 

These narratives showcase the attachment that we XGBians still have 

with Grindlays Bank till date. We owe it to the members' enthusiastic 

response and active efforts put in by the review team in completing this 

task within a short period of five months. 

 

Finally, the kind, wholehearted support and words of encouragement given 

to us by the former Managing Director, Mr. Ashok Dayal worked as a 

tremendous catalyst in the process. Despite his health issues, he has 

blessed us with a foreword for this book. No words are enough to express 

our gratitude for him. Thank you so much Sir !!  

 

We are also thankful to Mr Amrit Nath for his encouragement, support and 

contribution. A very special thanks to all the XGBians for their valuable 

contributions. This book would not have been possible without your 

enthusiastic support. Now Let us enjoy reading this book. 

 

“LET US KEEP THE ELEPHANT DANCING” 

Narender Gupta 

Ashok Vihar, Delhi 
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XGBins Keep Rocking 
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Obituaries 
 

On behalf of all the XGBians we take this opportunity to pay our homage 

to our defence personnel who laid their lives to protect our country from 

internal and external aggressions so that we may sleep peacefully.  

We have also lost many colleagues over the period. They all have 

influenced our lives in some way or the other and helped us shape our 

career in the bank. On behalf of all of us we pray to the Almighty to give 

peace to the departed souls. 

Giving below the photographs of some of our deceased friends.  

              

          K V Sitaram                    Ashok Hoon                   Aftab Merchant 

 

                   

         P Sitaraman                   H V Sheshadri                 Harjiv Sawhney 

 

                   

     Samir Karmarkar         V Sankarsubramanian                 M S Baijal 
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Rajeshwari Salhotra 

(21.10.1961 – 15.10.2019) 

 

 

Raji and I worked together for a few years in the early 1990’s and 

those years are marked indelibly in my mind. She was a very 

thoughtful person who would raise issues with me and none of them 

would be trivial. In the most charming manner, she would put 

forward her case and, on most occasions, she would be right in her 

views. In the other few cases, she would accept my dissent, thereby 

establishing clearly her maturity. 

 

Raji was a team player all the way and her enthusiasm for hard work 

was a lesson for all of us. We would discuss current issues not 

relating to our work and she showed her versatility in a wide range 

of topics. 

 

In brief she was a wonderful human being whom I was proud to call 

my colleague and friend. She will be deeply missed by her family, 

friends and colleagues. It is a tragedy that she has left our midst so 

early in life. She had so much more to contribute.  

 

Our heartfelt condolences to her husband Puneet and family. 

 

May her soul Rest in Peace 

 

Chinu Srinivasan 
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Raji - My Friend 

 

A very simple girl joined the bank in 1980. So simple yet so intelligent – 

she was Rajeshwari Salhotra, very fondly known as Raji. This nick name 

jelled so much in her personality that we all forgot her full name.   

Though looking simply, she was a very strong and brave-heart person. She 

believed in not just making friends but maintain the friendship for ever. 

During her postings in Delhi I used to meet her frequently on official 

matters and became friends. We were posted in different cities, segments 

and quit the bank service as well but she always maintained the contact 

channel open and were good friends.  

In the month of June this year I created a whatsapp group of some 200 

XGB folks to refresh our memories of bank days and invited her to join the 

group. She not only accepted it but was very active as well.  

This is how she introduced herself to the group: 

“ Hullo All...              Delighted to connect with ANZ group  via whatsapp.. 

Am Raji here...Raji Salhotra     I can only make out few of the  numbers 

here..like Rajesh Gupta...Ramesh Karmakar..Sunil Jain..Manoj Sehgal .. 

A BIG HULLO TO U ALL              really very  happy to connect .. 

Narender...thanx for this..       

I resigned in 2001 after working for 21 years. Had been living alone with 

children. They were growing up and needed their father around too. My 

husband, being in the Army used to be posted in far flung areas.. 

So kaafi soochney ke baad … took the call n resigned. NO regrets.  

Enjoying being an Army Wife n a mother. 

We have too many responsibilities being spouse of an Army Officer too. 

So keeps me busy ” 

 

 

 

 

This is the last photo she had shared 

in the group on 3rd August from 

Kathmandu – on her way to Kailash 

Mansarovar pilgrimage.  
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She was very excited about her trip to Kailash Mansarovar. She called me 

from Delhi airport and told me about it. I could never imagine that would 

be my last conversation with her.  

Few days before the trip she had posted the following message in the 

whatsapp group. 

“ Though by mid/ late fifties...all of us  

willy- nilly start having some or the other  health issues..  

Kuch na kuch  part,  toh   the tinkering starts... 

 

Like my husband says interval kee ghantee bajj gayee           

Abb toh popcorn bhi khatamm honei lagaa... 

 

So we all need to look after ourselves n keep as fit n healthy as possible 

      Very important .. Health hei toh life seems interesting ... 

 

My 2 bits worth Gyan..            “ 

 

We never knew the second half of interval would be too short. Deadly news 

about her health issue came on 15th August. Entire XGB fraternity was 

shell-shocked and were praying for her recovery. I was amazed by her 

popularity when I saw such large number of messages enquiring about her 

health in XGB page in FB. 

 

All the XGBians, alike, were hoping that the prayers of thousands of people 

would be heard by the Almighty. But it seems he had some other plans for 

her and took her away from us on 15th October.  

 

In the words of her husband, Col Puneet Salhotra, “ Raji was the life of our 

home. An ideal partner, who was a perfect blend of tradition and modern 

values. whose cheer, laughter and ability to endear everyone and to make 

each one feel special was something that was unique. She was an ideal 

mother who brought up both the girls with the right values, and as they 

grew older was their closest friend and a trusted companion”. 

 

We all the XGBians pray the God to give strength to Puneet and family to 

bear the loss and reconcile with the big-big hollow created by the absence 

of Raji.  

 

We also pray the Almighty to give peace to the departed soul. 

Om Shanti Shanti 

 

Narender Gupta  
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Some Logos & Bank History in Graphics 
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Photo Chart – Courtesy Google Photos 
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The Ship Goes Down & After 

Narender Gupta 

 

Grindlays Bank had been known for its Family Culture and Relationship, 

may it be external world, customers or staff. This had been going for ages 

and there has been an excellent culture of bonding among all despite 

disagreements on various issues or difference of opinions. 

ANZ Grindlays had made huge investments on Technology starting from 

automation of branches pan India in 1987 to transforming entire bank to 

CBS in 1999.  

But everything was not so smooth. Some mishaps like Securities Scam 

and FERA violations came to light in early 90s in the Banking industry in 

India. Though various Banks suffered on these two fronts, but our bank 

stood firmly. Everything was going smooth till 1997 when news started 

pouring in like, ANZ Grindlays was consolidating pan India, nobody had 

any guess whatsoever. Then Senior Management Teams were formed, and 

Business Process Re-engineering started. Units were being combined and 

Jobs were merged.  

General atmosphere in the bank was a bit tense as rumours used to keep 

pouring in of some possible sale of the bank. Some of the actions of the 

bank like downsizing was adding fuel to the situation. In my opinion the 

bank was not putting in any efforts to put these rumours to rest.  

Though this was not the first merger that the bank might had been seeing, 

yet it was the one where the staff was affected.  

Bank had witnessed constant amalgamations since early 19th century but 

their impact on the staff was either not there or not known. This activity 

spilled over to 20th century too but in all those existences of Grindlays 

Bank continued.  There were some periodic instances of shift of power due 

to acquisition of bank shares. These brought in some policy changes, but 

the jobs were not at stake.  

27th April 2000 was the black day in the history of our bank as it brought 

the sensational announcement of sale of the bank to Standard Chartered 

Bank. With this amalgamation the ship built over 170 years ago was to go 

down in history.  Along with that the fear of large-scale staff retrenchment 

was also in the offing.  

This fear was not baseless since the staff separation policies started 

unfolding shortly thereafter.  Very large percentage of Grindlays staff was 

offered compulsory separation packages. Many other policies detrimental 

to staff benefit entitlements unfolded. There is no merit in mentioning all 

those now.  
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There are two instances in my knowledge prior to this where 

amalgamation did affect staff but the quantum is not known.  

First one relates to late 1951 when Shimla branch of Mercantile Bank of 

India was merged with Grindlays Shimla branch. 5 members of Mercantile 

Bank branch were absorbed in Grindlays. But the difference is Mercantile 

Bank existed elsewhere in India and the staff would have been offered 

transfers.  

Another instance that come to my mind relates to sale Srinagar branch to 

J & K Bank. Majority of the branch staff had already come out of the valley 

due to terror threats and were absorbed in other branches. Only the 

residual staff (some of whom were on retention) that stayed behind faced 

the separation due to this sale. It is not known whether any staff was 

absorbed by J & K Bank. 

Though Grindlays Bank had gone down in history pages but the spirits of 

XGBians were high and the Grindlays Value system has kept them bound 

together even today. 

XGB groups were formed and process of periodic get togethers was put in 

place. I think the first XGB meet over dinner was held in Mumbai in 2004. 

This was then extended to Delhi as well. Ever since annual get togethers 

are the norms till date.  

Grindlays ties were so strong among XGBians that lots of local groups are 

formed in various parts. One such group by the name ”XGB Family” is 

present in Delhi. This is in addition to the main group that organises annual 

dinner. For over 3 years XGB Family is also meeting once a year over lunch. 

While the annual dinner sees global representation, the lunch meet sees 

the locals.  

The spirits are so high that one enterprising group came out with the idea 

of publishing a book of XGB Memoirs. Global participation by XGBians from 

across the world increased the morals of the pioneer team and the book 

took the shape.  Lot of research, collection of data and facts was involved. 

Rangachari Raghavan, Ramesh Venkat and Sukhnandan Vohra took 

special pains to collect artefacts and stories and compile these into the 

coffee table book. It was released on 18th March 2017 at Delhi during the 

annual dinner party.  

This shows how deep rooted the Grindlays ties are in the hearts of all the 

XGBians.  

How can the elephant stop dancing when the ties are so strong 

   

The Elephant Dances on 
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Banners & Mementos - Past Parties 

Get Together - 2017 

               
                  Memento            Banner 

Get Together - 2018 

                                              

                           Memento                                   Name Tag 

 

                 

Banner 
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XGB Family Lunch 
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September 2016 

 

(L–R) Pradeep Malhotra, S D Arya, Narender Gupta, Kumkum Rani, M K 

Jauhar, Ritu Malhotra, Inder Dhingra, Leena Kohli, Rakesh Parmar, 

Kulbhushan Gupta, Simi Madhok & Sadhna Sobti 

Get Together in Kanpur 
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Other Places 
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Grindlays Kanpur: The Scary Story 

 

Amrit Nath 

Amrit joined Grindlays Bank in 1965 as officer trainee, 

later confirmed in covenanted cadre. He served in 

various positions in different parts of the world. He was 

Audit Manager, South Asia when he quit the bank 

service in 1984. After leaving Grindlays he worked in 

“big-4” Accounting Companies in the UK / Middle East 

and in a managerial role in a major bank in Oman. He 

was also on board of a listed company for few years 

after returning to India”  

 

     

 

 

It was in Dec.’76, when I was transferred to Kanpur from Kolkata. 

I had taken over as AM-Ops from a young Graduate, British officer who had 

been deployed there for about 6 months for fast-track training. He wanted 

to be home before X-mas so the take-over was hurried. 

After about 3 days of moving in to the AM’s bungalow, ( which was located 

within the sprawling Bank premises, next door to the Branch)one night I 

returned late from the  Branch (closing work was going on). My family 

members were asleep by then, but I could not sleep. So, I went out to the 

garden & was strolling in the driveway which went towards the back of 

the house. The latter portion was spacious land which touched the outer 

boundary wall. Vegetables were grown on that piece of land. 

 

It must have been close to midnight. It was bitterly cold; because of the 

Emergency those days, the MG Road outside was quiet, the streetlight was 

defective. 

 

It was still a strange house for me especially moving from a cosy flat in 

Kolkata. All in all, it was bitterly cold & windy, dark & misty. Suddenly, I 

heard faint sounds which appeared to be screams coming from the far end 

of the rear portion of the house.. I ignored first but the sound persisted..., 

as if coming from below the ground but there was no basement!!! Still 

persisted as if somebody in distress...! 

 

It was scary & I was worried!! I called out to the Guard at the main gate of 

the Bank bldg, next door to the bungalow garden. He came running with a 

lathi. I told him of the sounds like screams coming from the back of the 

house. He heard, appeared uncomfortable at first, but calmed down and 

said to me 

, सर, कोई बिल्ली- विल्ली होगी, चिन्ता मत कररये. रात िहुत हो गई. ठंड िहुत है. अंदर जा के सो जाइये... 

 

I went inside the house but was not convinced that it was an animal 

howling. I was very tired so I changed, offered my prayers and went to bed. 
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I got up from sleep fhe next morning with a heavy head, not being able to 

take the desperate screams of humans the previous night out of my mind...  

I went outside the bungalow. The road alongside was getting busy. It was 

cold, fresh & sunny. The gardener and sweeper were working there. The 

house had a large & beautiful garden in front. 

 

I went to the  Branch, met Ian Howard, the then # 3 Officer & my neighbour 

in the next-door identical bungalow, whom I knew well from before. He had 

been at the Branch for about a year. I told him of  the events of the previous 

night. He said that he had never heard any noises as he slept soundly with 

medicine ( 2 pegs) & all doors/ windows shut, & I should do likewise!! 

I was not convinced. A close relative’s In-Laws were in Kanpur & I knew 

his father-in-law from before. He & his family were in Kanpur for 

generations. He used to come to the Branch to meet me & to know how 

we were settling down. 

 

He came over that afternoon & I shared the experience of the previous 

night. What he said astounded me.. He said that in the old days, there was 

a well at the far back of the area where the bungalow stood and, as per 

local talk, in the 1857 War of Independence, some British soldiers & 

families were killed & bodies thrown in the well.. 

 And, subsequently, after unknown years, the well had been covered & 

closed !!! There were sporadic stories of sounds of such screams coming 

from around there... He suggested that a Puja be done & he arranged it. 

 

I never told my wife about the incident and the Puja. Then I got busy in the 

office & did not hear such sounds around the house. 

Later on, my wife employed the wife of 1 of the Bank sweepers ( 

Shakuntala Didi) as a part-time domestic help. She & her family used to 

live in the servant quarters in the compound. One day, she told my wife 

that a ‘Nag Mani’ had been found in the past in the area of the closed well.. 

She had also heard that there was a well in that spot.. 

 

My children were 7 & 2 then & used to run around the complex with Ian’s 

son & the sweepers’ children, but the kids were not allowed to go near the 

well spot. 

I never discussed my experience  with the Bank people.., shared it with 

my wife much later.. 

 

We had also heard of a  suicide having been committed  in the old Bank 

premises many years before….. 

 

After SCB purchase, the GB premises were sold, and a shopping 

mall complex has come up there... Who knows, if the screams are still 

heard, and the ghost of the expat is still active.... 
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Glimpses of Parties in Delhi 
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An Icon of Lloyds Bank New Delhi 

 

 

Late Shri Ram Chander Goela ji was considered an Icon of Lloyds Bank New 

Delhi. He was a Local Officer in the bank. This photo was clicked in 1977,   

very long after his retirement. 
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Special Moments - Post 2002 
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Grindlay & Co Head Quarters – 1899 
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Captain Robert M Grindlay & His Board 
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Board of Directors - Grindlay & Co Ltd 
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Captain Grindlay – The Artist 
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Bank’s Poster of 1956 
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150 Years of Bank: N J Robson – Chairman 
                          Chairman on Celebration of 150 years of the Bank: 1828 - 1978 
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My first visit to the then National & Grindlays Bank Ltd 

 

 

Amrit Nath 

My very first visit to the Bank was in June’64 for the 1st interview for the 

Officer Trainee position. I had just passed M.A.-Economics, from the 

prestigious Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi and just after 

the results announcement had joined the renowned, North India Corporate 

by the name of the Delhi Cloth Mills for a special project. In July, ’64, got 

the Bank’s call for interviews. 

I did not know anybody in the Bank or in any other Bank but knew about 

Banks & banking. Except for a couple of Kenyan students & an Afghan 

student, all during the 5 years spent at the University of Delhi, I had had 

no interaction with foreigners too. 

I was asked to go the Lloyds Branch of the Bank in Sansad Marg. I 

rehearsed for the interview with my father, who was my mentor too. 

On the eve of the meeting day, I took my Grandma’s blessings, & prayed 

at the Gauri Shanker, & Prachin Hanuman Mandirs. I was about 21 but 

looked about 18 and hence was naturally nervous and apprehensive. 

I wore a white shirt & trousers with a necktie (had no summer jacket) and 

Peshawari sandals (that is what I usually wore then in the summer). 

I entered the Branch and was impressed by its large size and clean 

environment. There were customers, a number of staff behind counters 

and framed sketches on the wood panelling at the Teller counters. 

I was told that the Branch Manager will meet me. I was escorted to his 

chamber in a corner on the ground floor.. I was nervous and sweating a 

bit..! I entered the room and found a suited Englishman (Mr. Clarke) sitting 

behind a large, wooden, polished desk. The room was posh with polished 

furniture & wood panelling, and air-conditioning! (no air-conditioning in the 

banking hall. We had no air conditioning at home or in our office at DCM 

then). Mr Clarke stood up to meet me, but while he did so, I heard a dog’s 

‘groan’ and  was shocked to see a large dog under the desk! It was 

disturbing but I did not leave the room! Mr Clarke assured me that the dog 

was harmless & I observed that it went to sleep within a short while. 

The interview then began. I handed over my job application. He read it & 

asked me various questions. He was assessing my reactions & how I 

would gel with the team if I joined...  I too felt at ease. He then told me 

about the merger of the Branches of the Lloyds Bank, National Bank of 

India and the Grindlays Bank, and the impact of their different cultures in 

the Bank, etc., and about the challenges / expectations. 
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He also said that I would have to meet the Branch Managers at the 

Connaught Circus and the Connaught Place Branches, & if OK, visit the 

Chief Manager’s Office in Kolkata for further meetings.  

I met the branch managers and completed the final round of interviews in 

Kolkata. Based on these I was selected as Officer Trainee and advised to 

report at 19 N S Road Kolkata on 19th April 1965. 

Joining the Bank at Kolkata 

I reached Kolkata on 18th April 1965 after a 24-hour train journey by Delhi 

- Kalka Mail.  I stayed with distant relatives in the Burra Bazaar area of 

Kolkata, not very far from the Hooghly River. 

I got ready early on 19th morning and looked out on the main road. It was 

wide and being washed & swept. The white -uniformed police sergeants 

were already on duty. The nearby temples bells were ringing. I prayed to 

Maa Durga for her blessings. 

 I was driven to No. 19 and reached around 10 AM. Having visited Kolkata 

the previous year for interviews, the Dalhousie Square (where the Branch 

was located) scene was not new but I had not visited any Branch of the 

Bank then. The traffic in the area was building-up; dhoti & shirt clad 

Bengali gents were rushing to work. 

The 19 NS building was tall & imposing. I reached the steps & looked at 

the engraved ‘18AD63’ signage on the top of the doorway. Although there 

were some hawkers on the steps I had an impulse to bend down and touch 

a step and touch my forehead, which I did, as if I was entering a temple.  

And it did become a place of worship for me in the days and years to 

come... 

I was wearing a white shirt and trousers, a necktie & a light jacket; and a 

pair of shoes this time!! It was hot & humid. 

I went inside and saw the huge banking hall – could not see clearly to the 

far end though. I had never seen any Bank or office of that size before, with 

high ceilings, and ceiling fans hung low. There were lots of staff & 

customers. The banking hall was under renovation. 

I was asked to go to the Accountant’s Office on the mezzanine floor. I took 

the short flight of steps to the Office, which was in a glass cabin. I   found 

2 Englishmen sitting inside, 1 each on large desks: Stewart Gartshore 

(Accountant), & Tom Rattray (Sub- Manager 2 (he was the Regional 

Manager - South India, in 1969). 

From the cabin I looked down at the banking hall & was dwarfed by its 

sheer size! I was happy but nervous. Stewart’s English accent was a little 

difficult too! I was given a register to note the training schedule / record 

names, etc., and was told that the training would be in the Deposits 
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Department to begin with.  There was no other Officer Trainee at that time 

in the Branch. 

While I was waiting to go to the Department, 1 or 2 persons came in to the 

cabin and there was some discussion with Stewart after which they left. 

He called me and said that I won’t be able to sit with the clerical staff in 

the Branch as they were protesting against my posting at the Branch!! 

They were saying that when there were so many suitable Bengali boys 

available in Kolkata, why did the Bank ‘import’ a Hindustani (those days, 

non- Bengalis like me were called Hindustani in Kolkata), and hence they 

won’t co- operate with me!!! 

Stewart said that while the matter was being sorted out, I should go to the 

29 NS Road Branch close-by to meet Rusi Meher- Homji, a Trainee Officer 

posted there and moving to H.O.  London in a day or 2. Rusi gave me proper 

briefing and assured me that 29 NS did not have the lack of co-operation 

issue. That Branch was also big in size spread over 2 floors. I remembered 

it from my previous visit to Kolkata as the Chief Manager’s Office was in 

the same building. 

This was the beginning of a life-long association and friendship with Rusi.  

After having lunch with Rusi I returned to 19 NS and was introduced to 

Sukhu Nayyar. He was then a junior officer in the Current Accounts Dept. 

This was the beginning of my training.   

The lack of co-operation issue got resolved in a couple of days by itself 

when the Branch staff realised that I was no different from a Bengali lad!! 

The Late Brijesh Mathur joined the Branch as an Officer Trainee a week 

later. 

This was the day 1 of my being in the Bank.  Over the years, I spent much 

time at this Branch and learnt a lot about teamwork / team spirit, banking 

processes and internal controls, customer service, profitability, 

competition, customer data confidentiality, utter integrity and honesty, 

respecting people and being respected, corporate disciplines, being well-

dressed and well-spoken, acquiring a status in society, and also made life-

long relationships. All this with the Bank in different cities within India and 

abroad. Thus, adopted the Grindlays Culture and then passed it on to junior 

colleagues and team members. 

Even after leaving the Bank’s services in ’84, Grindlays never left me…, 

and the memories / anecdotes are everlasting… 

I joined the Bank in 19 NS as a Trainee and left too from here 19 yrs later 

as Manager Operations - designate. 

I always treat 19NS as a temple of Ma Laxmi and Ma Saraswti. Whenever 

I go to Kolkata I visit there and touch the steps with my forehead. 
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A Peep into the History 
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What They Said – Those Days 
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Driving Down the Memory Lanes 

  

Dilip Rajwade  

 

Dilip joined the bank in 1978 at 41 Chow Kolkata as 

Management Trainee. He worked in different areas and 

segments. His contributions included Change 

Management, Operations Centralisation and Technology 

Systems.  At the time of leaving the bank in 2003 he was 

Head of Operations.                                                            

    

  

  

BRIEF HISTORY 

The first branch of GB in India was at Church Lane in Calcutta.  It had a 

biggish box placed on the floor where Brits would drop letters to be sent 

to UK.  This box was still there till the end when GB was sold off. 

During those old days, if you stood in the middle of the banking hall at MG 

Road branch in Bombay and looked up, you saw an atrium-like 

structure.  The first, second and third floors were hollow rectangles, and 

people could see down to the ground floor.  There was a big skylight on 

third floor roof.  Then the floors were filled up and made whole floors.  

The banking hall on ground floor of MG Road had a badminton court painted 

on the floor, and after office some staff played there.  The playing stopped, 

but the markings were still there when we converted to Bankmaster in 

1985-86, and the floor was re-laid. 

The decade of 1970s were the days of change also, although people refer 

to them as "steady" times.  Mainly it was the influence of Citibank 

acquiring 49% shares in GB. 

 

The concept of CAS and "country manager account" came in at that 

time.  The Operations Manual, and I think also "accrual" method was 

brought in. 

 

The bank’s shift to recruiting from IIMs was due to Citi influence. 

Covenanted officers / Management Trainees (who till then were sent to 

London) were supposed to go to Citi training centre at Beirut.  However, 

Beirut erupted in civil war in mid-1975 and that was the end of the foreign 

trip.  The chaps who joined a couple of years before me were so 

disappointed that they decided to apply for Management Trainee position, 

when an advertisement appeared in TOI.  The ad was from Mercantile Bank 

which had been acquired by HSBC.  A few days later they were called by 

Head HR (then called Personnel Director) and asked why they had applied 

elsewhere.  Those days there was some kind of understanding among 

foreign banks not to take people away from each other.  These chaps  
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explained that they were disappointed about the foreign trip being 

cancelled. They thing could have become sticky, but they were not 

penalised in any way, and “samjhaao-ed” about the career opportunities in 

GB, and the matter ended there. 

The split of the bank along functional lines (Operations and Credit 

&Marketing) was also triggered by Citi which followed this system.  Earlier 

the bank followed the old system of the branch manager being responsible 

for both Ops and lending.  Some account managers were sent to Citi Credit 

training centre at Manila.  All training was soon indigenised, and GRIT was 

born. 

PREMISES RATIONALISATION 

In Bombay, the branches at MG Road, DN Road and Mint Road were the 

main branches for NBI, Lloyds and Grindlays Bank in that order. 

They all had every function operating in the premises.  The 1st floor of DN 

Road was the trade finance dept and corporate bank account 

managers.  There was another company on third floor third floor (I forget 

the name) and MBD was located at Nariman Point. In due course that 

company agreed to exchange premises with MBD, and thus MBD moved to 

third floor and that company moved to Nariman Point.  

The 1st floor at Mint Road was similarly occupied by trade finance and 

corporate banking account managers. 

The 3 branches being in the same area, it made sense, after it became one 

bank, to centralise some functions at one place.  It would save big costs 

and release space for more functions.  GRIT was to be established in 

Bombay, as an example.  This centralisation was done for trade finance 

and corporate banking.   

MG Road 1st floor did actually get more people than earlier, with people 

coming from DN Road and Mint Road.  But with retirements, and a stop on 

recruitment, and distribution of surplus staff to other branches, it was not 

overcrowded. 

With the centralisation at 1st floor in MG Road, the other two branches had 

vacant places for other functions.  The 1st floor at Mint Road was slated 

for GRIT.  GRIT, originally started in Calcutta, was then based in Delhi, 

with classes in India International Centre, and accommodation for 

students in Lodhi Hotel.  It made sense to shift it to bank’s owned or leased 

premises.  It was shifted for a brief while to DN Road (1978-79), before 

going to Mint Road in mid-late 1979. 

To digress a little, the budget for GRIT at Mint Road 1st floor was 

exhausted, so the pillars were not decorated, instead mirrors were used 

to cover them.  And instead of carpets, matting (the kind used in cricket  
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matches) was laid.  The project manager who was in-charge and later 

became Head of GRIT, told us this.  Carpeting was done the following year, 

but most people liked the mirrors on pillars, and they were left as they 

were. 

Then, MBD was shifted within DN Road from 3rd to 1st floor.  After that 5 

residential flats (2 bedrooms each) were created on 3rd floor and were 

completed in 1982-83.  I was Country Premises Officer in the Ivory Tower 

(country head office) at that time and prepared the project proposal for it. 

There was some jugglery needed.  Once permission was given by 

Municipal Corporation for residences, it would be impossible to convert 

the place back to commercial use, as per Corporation policy and rules.  So, 

the plans were prepared and submitted as if offices for about 15 very 

senior execs and their support staff were to be established.  Each Director 

and top executive among them were shown to have his private loo, which 

is how 10 bathrooms were accounted for in the plans. 

Many years later an Aussie chap and his wife were given one flat in DN 

Road.  It was a cultural shock for him to live in "office area".  He 

complained to the country head, a Brit, who promptly shut him up by saying 

"I myself live in office area".  The country head's residence was on top 

floor of MG Road branch. 

EARLY DAYS 

No offence meant, but many of the old GB managers did not understand 

“accrual”.  I joined GB in 41 Chow, and at the end of the first month the 

branch manager called me for a review.  Among other things he asked me 

to explain to him the accrual functioning in Current Account overdrafts.  I 

did that, and he looked at me strangely all the while, and asked me 

questions about accrual principles.  I remember remarking on his interest 

in accrual and praising him.  And I was told that he himself had never 

understood it, and so would ask the same questions to new people, get 

proper answers, and would still not "get it". 

 

There was a requirement that all MTs clear the banking exam AIB.  And 

their monthly review included a point about the progress made in this.  But 

a few people who had joined a couple of years before me, told the top 

management that they had covered the subjects in MBA, and it was not 

needed to actually clear AIB.  They were told to produce some document 

which covered the commonality of subjects.  Every month they would give 

some vague response about what they had done.  Somehow after a few 

months that matter was dropped.  But the monthly review document had 

the item.  During my MT time in Calcutta I got to know this history.  I 

somehow pataao-ed the Branch Manager's Secretary to retype the review 

form omitting the item, by giving her a gist of the history.  She did that and  
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noticed that the Branch Manager did not notice the omission (if he had, 

she would have claimed an inadvertent error and given him the old 

format).  I did a good turn to subsequent batches there. 

 

LATER DEVELOPMENTS 

Some people may remember the empty rectangle on the third 

floor.  Successive country heads simply added tiles to that space, and 

there came a time when it was over 18 inches thick, and there was a grave 

danger of it collapsing and falling on the second floor.  This came to light 

when the Bank had all buildings inspected.  The layers were carefully 

removed, and the danger was eliminated. 

The residential accommodation at DN Road was discontinued and some of 

the internal walls were broken down.  And the office for the NHB case and 

a couple of other functions were established there.  This was in 1992-93.  

These being offices the jugglery mentioned above, done a decade earlier, 

proved to be a good decision. 

Ignorance of accounting principles was not limited to the old generation.  

As late as the turn of the century, I remember "smart" guys from Corporate 

Banking, MBAs and CAs, being ignorant about the concept of "provision 

for expenses".  They had not exhausted their entertainment budget for the 

year, because they had not entertained that much.  They woke up in late 

March, realized that they could not possibly arrange for lunches and 

dinners for customers any more.  They asked whether they could make 

"provision entries" for March, and actually take people out in April.  And 

they actually argued when the answer was negative. 

Citibank had 49% share in GB.  The association was strictly limited to 

share in profit, and not in running the bank.  Later Citi decided to increase 

their control, and in place of 49% in GB, they acquired 49% in Grindlays 

Holdings.  But very soon after the ANZ came in and bought all that from 

them, plus the 26% from Lloyds Bank, plus 13% from another holder I 

forget, and then all small chunks from others which included the Wadia 

Group.  All this was done very secretly, and the world at large did not know 

until all was signed and sealed.  It was said that ANZ people travelled out 

of OZ to various countries and then while there, made plans to go to 

London (to complete the deal) by different routes and landing there on 

different days, so that even their own staff back in Australia did not know 

what was being done.  Material for a real spy novel. 

These are just a few of the many things that happened from time to time 

on many fronts, in many locations.  There are a whole lot more.  Each of 

the stories here can lead a to a number of others. 

Story mein story, like Arabian Nights. 
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Grindlay & Co Letter of 1946 
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Grindlays Merger with N B I - 1958 
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Employees Provident Fund 

   

Though no concrete information is available, it seems from the pictures of 

the employees provident fund passbook that the Grindlays Bank 

introduced the scheme in May 1956. Because Mr Sehgal, owner of the 

passbook, had joined the bank in 1946. These accounts were maintained 

at respective branches.  

At the time of introduction accounts were maintained in Rupees and 

Annas.  It was converted to decimal system (Rupees and Paisa) with effect 

from 1st April 1957. The PF accounts were centralised in Kolkata with 

effect from 1st January 1960. The PF accounts maintained at branch levels 

were transferred to Kolkata after crediting the interest till date.  

                                     

Mr Sehgal joined the bank in 1946 
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                    Beginning of the scheme 

            

     

                                                                           When transferred to Kolkata  
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Lloyds Bank India Merger with N & G B – 1961 
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Employees union of Lloyds Bank Merged with NGB Employees Union on 4th Feb 1961  
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Correspondent Banking 

  

As per some school, of thoughts, the term Bank was unknown centuries 

ago. Some enterprising people started accepting money from people on 

trust deposit and give loans to the needy. For this they would visit the 

marketplace and sit on a bench to carry out this work. People willing to do 

business with them would go to the “Bench”. Over a period. the term bench 

in the context became Bank.  Over the period this activity underwent so 

many changes and slowly took the shape of an organised sector – one of 

the most important aspects of any economy.  

Though for some time these would have operated as self-contained 

entities, but constant market demands specially from business brought in 

inter-bank networking in phased manners.  

Slowly this networking spread its wings to bring in the account 

relationships with banks in different countries to meet the settlement 

needs of the international trade in the currency of those countries. This is 

called “Correspondent Banking”.  

This is a two-way channel under which we maintain our account, called 

Nostro Account with them and they maintain their account, called Vostro 

Account, with us.  

 

                                              

Even though the Correspondent 

Bank account holders are like any 

other customer account but the 

requirements of this section of 

accounts are different and 

assumes specific importance. In 

view of these requirements, 

Grindlays Bank, being the largest 

foreign bank in India,  had a 

separate division called 

Correspondent Banking. During 

70s it was headed by Late Mr. 

Ashok Hoon.

Bank used to appraise these relationships based on reciprocal business 

that we used to have with each other and establish exposure limits of 

these banks for credits and commitment business. Unlike the customer 

exposures where collaterals are the main basis, in the case of 

correspondent banks it is based on the bank’s credit worthiness within the 

overall economic position of the country in which the bank is domiciled.  
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Thus, a correspondent bank is a bank that provides services on behalf of 

another, equal or unequal, financial institution. It can facilitate wire 

transfers, conduct business transactions, accept deposits, give loans, 

advise / confirm LCs, issue Letters of Guarantee and gather documents on 

behalf of another financial institution. Correspondent banks are most 

likely to be used by domestic banks to service transactions that either 

originate or are completed in foreign countries, acting as a domestic 

bank's agent abroad. 

Generally speaking, the reasons domestic banks employ correspondent 

banks include the limited access to foreign financial markets and the 

inability to service client accounts without opening branches abroad. 

As a part of recent trends in Correspondent Banking,   there is a view that 

rising costs and uncertainty about how far customer due diligence should 

go in order to ensure regulatory compliance (i.e.,  to what extent banks 

need to know their customers’ customers – the so-called KYCC) are cited 

by banks as among the main reasons for cutting back their correspondent 

relationships. To avoid penalties and related reputational damage, 

correspondent banks have developed an increased sensitivity to the risks 

associated with correspondent banking. As a consequence, they have cut 

back services for respondent banks that (i) do not generate sufficient 

volumes to overcome compliance costs; (ii) are located in jurisdictions 

perceived as too risky; (iii) provide payment services to customers about 

which the necessary information for an adequate risk assessment is not 

available; or (iv) offer products or services or have customers that pose a 

higher risk for anti-money laundering/combating the financing of terrorism 

(AML/CFT) and are therefore more difficult to manage.  

********************* 

  

https://atlas.dotdash.com/terms/w/wiretransfer.asp
https://atlas.dotdash.com/terms/w/wiretransfer.asp
https://atlas.dotdash.com/terms/f/financialinstitution.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financial-market.asp
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Shimla Branch 

Ashwini Narwal   

Lots of information available encouraged us to create a separate section on 

Shimla. Mr. Ashwini Narwal of Shimla branch has the proud possession of these 

photographs. His father Sh S R Narwal has worked with Mercantile Bank of India 

and has seen the merger of this bank with Grindlays Bank.  

 

Grindlay & Co opened its branch in Shimla in 1912 in a building where 

State Bank of Patiala branch was opened later. The bank building at 

Scandal Point that we have seen and know of was owned and occupied by 

Mercantile Bank of India.  

These two foreign banks existed in Shimla till 1951. Since the city used to 

be the summer capital of India during imperial time the main clientele of 

these banks, in addition to business houses, were British Nationals. 

Business of both these banks had hit very badly after India’s independence 

in 1947 with most of British Nationals gone back. Hence the Shimla branch 

of at least one bank was to close and merge with other to turn the business 

viable. Both these banks held series of meetings but the question was 

which bank should close and who was to continue. Finally, they agreed to 

go by toss of coin.  

Grindlays Bank won the toss. Hence the two banks merged simply by a 

toss of coin. Incredible indeed. Hence by the end of 1951 the two bank 

branches were merged.  

As part of settlement the building of Mercantile Bank of India was passed 

on to Grindlays Bank for a consideration of Rs 1,25,000.00. After this 

Grindlays moved its operations to this premises making way for State 

Bank of Patiala for opening their branch in the other premises. 

The first floor of the building was used by Grindlays Bank for the residence 

of Branch Manager. This floor boasts of having giving working desk to 

legendary artist Late Sh K L Saigal ji. Mercantile Bank of India had rented 

out the floor to Remington Rand. Sh K.L. Saigal started his career in sales 

when he joined Remington Rand Shimla as Salesman to sell typewriters. 

He was also active in theatres in Shimla and used to perform in the 

evenings from where he got a break in films and moved out for good. 

In 2002 the ANZ Grindlays Shimla branch was sold to ICICI bank thus 

ending the legacy 90 years after its start in the Hills Capital. 
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Shimla in Pictures 

This is believed to be the old building of the bank. Current building was 

constructed during early 20th century 

 

 

Jan-Feb 1978 – Snow covered exterior 
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Mercantile Bank Shimla – Some time in 1947 

 

 
Mercantile Bank of India Shimla – July 1951. Couple of months later their Shimla 

branch merged with Grindlays Bank   
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Some time during 50’s – 60’s 

 

 

This picture clicked in late 50s or early 60s when hand pulled rickshaws used to 

ply in Shimla (seen on right side) Standing in centre is Mr S R Narwal 
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Bukhari in the branch that was used for heating during winter. To celebrate 

75th anniversary, Shimla branch was renovated in 1987 and central heating 

was installed. This Bukhari was then shifted to Srinagar branch 

                 

Shimla branch took the initiative of inviting the old retired staff in all 

retirement parties.       December 1971 – R P Goel was BM 
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September 1982 - BM - Vinay Gupta 

  

 

 

  
(L-R) Ashwini Narwal, R. K. Verma, L. D. Pal, Anjana Makkar,  

Hari Om Sharma & B. P. Sharma 
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A Day in Bank - Manual Banking Period 

Narender Gupta 

This write up aims at presenting a general view of a branch during manual period. 
Over the period when automated banking is the buzz word, we have forgotten those 
painful days and new generations that entered the banking profession post 
automation may not have any clue of that era from where we evolved to these levels.  

When the branch opened in the morning all the tables were empty, no 

ledgers anywhere. Once the book safe was opened by the custodian sub 

staff would take out whole lot of ledgers – Current Accounts and Savings 

Bank, General and Subsidiary ledgers, FCCL, Loans, staff records,  Files of 

-  Fixed Deposit ledger copies, office copies of drafts and cheque on selves 

(COS), drawing advices, outward and inward bills, Dispatch records, 

overdraft sheets and locked boxes of unused numbered stationery – 

Cheque Books, Drafts n COS and Fixed Deposits, stamped papers, postage 

stamps and Shares, securities (branch that provided those services to the 

customers). For the branch that used Accounting Machine for the C/A and 

SGL Ledger card trays would be taken out.  

They put them on appropriate tables and counters thus filling those empty 

tables. Blank day books used to be placed for each C/A and SB ledger and 

one set of journals in each department. The overdraft sheets were also 

placed along with respective current account ledgers. And the branch that 

was looking so empty is now full of ledgers n books – ledgers n binders 

everywhere.  

In the evening after the day’s work was over all these records will be 

shifted back to the book safe 

Public dealing is to start in next 15-20 minutes and now its turn to bring 

out the cash from the vault. Branch entry gate is closed for movements, 

Head Cashier and Cash Officer opens the vault, Cash Peon (a designated 

sub staff) would take out the locked box and shift it to the Head Cashier’s 

cabin and the main entry door is now opened. The cash box is dually locked 

both by Cash Officer and the Head Cashier. Cash Officer will now open 

his/her lock for the day. A proud thing to mention here is that it was 

ensured that all the staff is in before start of customer services.  

Savings, Current accounts, Loans, GL, SGL and FCCL were maintained in 

hard bound ledgers known as Kalamaju Ledger. Couple of bigger branches 

in main cities had ledger posting machines called Accounting Machines 

that were used to post current accounts maintained on cards. Process 

flow followed on these machines was similar to ledger-based accounts 

except that the day book was auto-posted as backing sheet in the machine 

and no one had to prepare account statements for the customers manually 

except in cases where customer requested for a duplicate statement. 
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Each ledger binder for savings had around 400 accounts. For current 

account these were in the range of 150 – 200 depending of transaction 

volume in each account. There were separate binders for inoperative and 

unclaimed accounts. Depending on branch size number of binders for 

savings and current accounts could be anywhere between 50 and 300. 

Fixed Deposits Ledger copies were maintained in Lever / Box files. The 

files were in product cum rate order and within these the respective ledger 

copies were filed in maturity order in ascending order. Number of such 

files could be any one’s guess.  

       

                                     Kalamaju Binders – open and closed 

Where a branch worked on Accounting Machines there the machine 

operator used to load the backing sheet. There was a requirement to take 

the grand totals to see it is zero and the officer in charge was required to 

supervise and authenticate the zero before the posting commenced. 

Leger keepers would put ledger number and date on the Day Book for their 

ledgers in case of manual ledgers. Each daybook had two sections Credit 

and Debit. There were three columns for Cash, Transfer and Clearing 

transactions under debit and credit.  

Any voucher to be posted was first to be entered in Day book and then in 

the ledger. In case of current account if in any account the balance has 

moved from credit to debit then it was flagged so that it was not missed 

out while updating the overdraft sheets in the evening.  The checker was 

required to ensure the correctness of posting in ledger and Daybook. 

Though the checkers checked the postings periodically as per time 

availability but if a Cash Cheque was posted the ledger keeper used to call 

loudly “Cash Cheque” so that the concerned checkers cleared and 

approved it immediately for payment over the counter.  

Account Statements / Passbooks were also prepared / completed. Another 

task that wsa performed was inserting new ledger sheets for the accounts 

where required. Details of account, cheque books issued and stop  
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payments were carried over to new sheet, checked by the checker and 

then ledger opened using Kalamaju Handle and sheets inserted and ledger 

tightened and locked again. 

 

In the evening when days postings were over the day books were totalled 

and closed. Overdraft sheets were updated for all the current accounts 

showing debit balances.  

There was a separate task for DDA (Daily Departmental Accounts) 

balancing / maintenance. Ledger Summary Sheet was maintained for each 

ledger for the month. Every month-end these were carried over to the new 

set for next month. These control sheets represented the daily closing 

balance held in the respective ledger. Apart from balances these control 

sheets also had record of any interest that was paid during the month and 

the interest accrued. Balance of unpaid accrued interest was also carried 

over next month. 

All the Daybooks and the department journal for the previous day were 

handed over to this desk. The person used to add list (separately) the debit 

and credit totals of all the day books and compare the total with the 

Journal to ensure all the vouchers that wer received in the department 

were posted. Any mismatch was investigated and corrected. After this the 

department journal was sent to the accounts department and the Ledger 

wise total debits and credits from daybooks were posted in ledger control 

summery sheets     

Not going into the details of FD, Bills, staff matters and Loan processing 

to avoid cluttering.  

Once a month balances of all the accounts ledger wise are add-listed and 

the totals reconciled against the balance appearing in control sheet for 

the ledger for that date. Any differences is to be investigated and 

corrective action taken. Similarly other products like fixed deposits, 

drafts, COS etc are balanced. 

Accounts department receives all the journals and GL vouchers for the 

previous day. They process these including CMA vouchers, send outgoing 

CMA vouchers to respective branches and post GL / SGL / FCCL 

 

In a separate section one set of staff members calculate interest on each 

and every account in the ledgers for which interest payment is now due. 

Interest payment on savings account is to be made every half year. The 

smaller branches may do it in say May / Nov or June / Dec every year as 

the number of ledgers are less. In larger branches this is distributed over 

each month, the total ledgers are grouped in 6 groups with each group 

having mix of operative and inoperative ledgers. During each month of half 

year interest on ledgers of one group, say group 1 in Jan / Jul, group 2 in  
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Feb / Aug etc, was calculated and posted. Interest for the half year till 

previous month end is to be paid calculated and paid. 

 

After the interest is calculated the checkers checks the calculations. 

Interest is then posted in the ledger and interest amount add listed. The 

checker checks the posting against this listing tape. The total is then 

entered in the day book of the ledger and the Ledger control summary of 

the ledger.  

 

Ideally the total interest paid for the ledger should be equal to the 

outstanding accrued interest brought forward in the Ledger Summary. In 

case the difference is petty (within prescribed percentage of total interest 

paid) it is adjusted by passing the adjustment entries with contra to 

Interest Payable.  

 

However, in case the difference is beyond prescribed limit, it is to be 

investigated by rechecking of calculations, interest paid during last 6 

months on accounts closed, interest accrued during last six months and 

large value transactions on the same day that might not have substantially 

impacted the minimum balance and thus resulted in excess interest 

accrual.  

 

Post automation all these are done behind the scene on circuit 

boards. What we see is simple debit and credit in the account and 

nothing else.. 
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Srinagar Branch 
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D N Road Mumbai Branch 
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Some Branch Interiors 

   
          41 Chowringhee – Zoom n see the Reinvestment Deposit Rates of 15.59% 

    

             

                                                              90 M G Road Mumbai 

  

                        

                                                         270 D N Road Mumbai 
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The Last “Elephant” in Colombo  
 

Frank Gamble 

 

Having joined the bank in 1978 in London, Frank worked 

in various controlling positions in different parts of the 

world.  This story is about his experience in his last 

posting as the bank CEO in Srilanka and how he rescued 

the “last elephant of Grindlays” in Colombo 

 

  

My career in Grindlays and ANZ started in London in 1978, then 4 years in Kenya 

as Head of Corporate, 3 years as Manager Northern Emirates  in Sharjah and Ras 

Al Khaimah in the UAE, 3 years as Manager Zurich, 4 as Country Head in Qatar, 3 

years as GM Bangladesh, 3 as Managing Director for ANZ in Papua New Guinea, 

and then I was posted to the UAE to Dubai in 2000 as GM UAE and Iran. That’s 

when SCB acquired the various Grindlays countries and businesses from ANZ.  

I was the very last ANZ Grindlays CEO in Sri Lanka. I was sent there in August 

2000 to be the merging CEO of the two ANZ-GB and SCB businesses. A fascinating 

posting. I was equally distrusted by the ANZGB team and the SCB team initially 

because one saw me as being sent in by SCB (therefore distrusted by the 

Grindlayites), and the SCB people saw me as an ex ANZ Grindlays person. So, 

after 6 weeks of pain and non-cooperation I called them all into the board room 

and sat them down, both the SCB and the ANZGB people and told them that we 

needed to clear the air. I said something along the lines of “Folks, if I am not 

honest with you then we are all wasting our time. Basically, my job, whether you 

like it or not is to merge these two fine banks. And sitting at this table are 2 Heads 

of Retail, 2 Heads of Corporate, 2 Heads of Treasury, 2 Heads of Finance, …… you 

get the drift. I only need 1 of each of you in the final settlement. Can I be brutally 

honest with you and say that over the next 3 months we will be interviewing each 

of you for the best one for each role. The other will simply not get that job. What 

happens to you may be a range of options from - work as the deputy in the new 

combined business, take a redundancy cheque, or we might find you a job 

elsewhere. But if we are not honest, then at least half of us will be unhappy and 

the business will suffer. What I can promise you is that the interview process will 

be as scrupulously honest as I can make it.”  

After that meeting at least 3 or 4 of them came up to me and told me that for the 

first time someone had been honest and truthful with them and it was a huge 

relief. 

We did the interviews and interestingly enough, the final team was almost 50/50 

between the 2 pools of talent. And a great team they were too. 

I was lucky enough to be the last resident of Morven, the Grindlays bank house in 

Queens Road, one of the most amazing bank houses in the whole group. With 

17,000 square feet of floorspace, an internal full-sized billiards room, a dining 

room that sat 40 people at one table, 8 bedrooms, and acres of gardens, it was 

areal privilege to live there. We had 10 house staff one of whom was “the painter” 
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who spent all day just painting the house, and never finishing it was so big. By the 

time he got to the end he had to start again at the other end! 

One of my predecessors had organised an elephant polo match in the garden.  

As I said, I had a great team and we were really kicking goals in the integration. 

However, I knew that my future did not lie with SCB. The culture driven by the 

Regional Office in Dubai was poisonous and back biting. Nothing like the decency 

and collegiate style that I had been used to. I knew that when my 1-year 

secondment was up I would elect to return to ANZ.  

About 3 weeks before I was due to quit, we (the Regional Country Heads from 

MESA Region) were all called to a meeting in Dubai where Rana Talwar, the CEO 

of the whole SCB group (ex-Citi) flew in and John Filmeridis the Reginal Head was 

in attendance. Each of the integrating countries (Bahrain, UAE, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka) had to make a presentation on how they were doing. 

And as each one stood up and made his presentation Rana Talwar insulted them, 

swore at them and basically destroyed their presentation. Nothing was good 

enough! I was last and having seen the treatment of my predecessors I was lucky 

that Sri Lanka’s performance was so stellar. We were 90 % ahead of budget YTD 

and had achieved ALL of the non-financial integration targets and were already 

on to the 2nd and 3rd level of these, way ahead of requirements. So, when I stood 

up, I simply said to Rana Talwar “Sir, it is unmitigated good news. Here are the 

two slides of the presentation. All financial metrics are individually ahead of 

target and overall to the extent of 90%. All non-financial targets as you can see 

from slide 2 are also way ahead of where we are required to be.” 

He was obviously (to me that is) taken aback and was looking for something to 

pin me on. It was obvious I was not going to get away with no pain. He sat there 

and chomped on his huge cigar (Rana was a big cigar man and many of the SCB 

sycophants had likewise taken up the habit!). Then he said to me out of the blue 

“I understand you live in a palace”. 

“Well it is a bank property Sir, I just moved in”. 

“I don’t see anything up there about selling it do I?” 

I looked back over my shoulder at the overheads and said “No, I guess not Sir”. 

“Why Not?” 

Now by this time it was clear to the room that he was angry that he had nothing 

to smack Sri Lanka with and people were beginning to find good reason to keep a 

low profile, lower their eyes and generally avoid being “seen”. But I knew that 

within 3 weeks I would trigger the “Go Back to ANZ” card, as I was only a 

seconded officer, and not one of SCB’s permanent employees. So had nothing to 

lose! 

“Well, I live there sir” 

He almost fell off his seat. No one spoke to the Big Man like that in SCB!  

“Well go back and sell it then!” 
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“Okay. Anything else then sir?” 

I flew back to Colombo the next day and told my Finance and Admin Manager that 

Rana Talwar wanted me to sell Morven. “Better start making enquiries then Faisal, 

about property and estate agents. Oh, by the way……. No Rush!” 

The house was sold by the incoming SCB CEO 4 months after I left. The Regional 

RD told him he was not allowed to live in it and had to move into an apartment. It 

was sold (apparently) to a Sri Lankan gentleman. 

These artefacts I have taken photographs of here include the bank car’s Grindlays 

Elephant car badge. It was fixed to the front bumper of the bank car. SCB had 

made it plain that anything with an elephant on it was absolutely not the 

appropriate marketing for them and was to be discarded, so I felt no great shame 

in purloining it!  

Another one was the brass ashtray from the Grindlays Boardroom, with its 

magnificent Elephant symbol inscribed into the centre. The third one is an old 

Grindlays Keyring that was on the bank car key fob. All of these were doomed by 

SCB to be discarded by virtue of their “Elephant”. But to me they are valuable 

heirlooms of a by-gone era of which I was privileged to have been a part. 
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Some Special Moments 
    

 

     
           Lighter Moments at Jodhpur: Mrs. Mehli Mistry dancing on folk song  

 

 

 

 

                  
                                      Jodhpur Meeting:  Some participants enjoying evening 
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When We Were Young 

At Ravi Ghai’s house in Hyderabad 

       
      Sitting - Sofa (L – R), Lata Krishnan, Ave Mehta, Rajiv Gupta, R Krishnan, Ravi Ghai & Vishal Marwah 

     Ground (L – R) Anuradha Ghosh, Vibha Ghai, Suraj Mehta, Someone from Nepal & Nuywari Azam 
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             Capt. B. M. Chadha, R. N. Wadhawan, S. C. Gandhi and S. P. Sethi            

 

                  

 

 

                     

               (L-R) V. S. Mehta, Ganesh Mehra, Veena Dhingra, Mavis Nagle, Chander Kanta, Aruna Dewan 

               Arlene Edwards and B. S. Sehra 
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                                   October 1969 - Aruna Dewan’s Marriage  

Sitting (After Aruna and a kid) Yvonne West and Dhaneshwari Khilnani 

Stnading (L-R)Gyan Mathur, R. S. Chopra, Jennifer, R. N. Goela, Mrs. Deffoles,  

Ravina  Dhawan, Mavis Nagle, Kailash Chawla, K. K. Chopra 

 

  

 

 

   

                             

                                          Staff attending R. N. Wadhawan’s wedding - 1969 
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                    Above photo is dedicated to Late Mr S K Duggal   
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First Operations Transition to Automation 

    

The automation project was initiated towards end of 1985 at D N Road 

Mumbai. Team of key Managers was selected from various banking 

streams. They were taken through one week “Computer Awareness for 

Managers” program (conducted by Dilip Rajwade) in November 1985. This 

team was then engaged in 5 week requirement gathering exercise to 

enable the Technology acquire and customise the banking package. 

 

    

 

 

Alongwith various project activities on hand, sometime mid 86 Dilip 

Rajwade started the staff expoure to computers in “Computer Awareness 

Programs”.  Desktops at that time did not have hard disks. Instead they 

had two floppy drives of 5¼ inches each. A boot floppy with programs to 

use were to be inserted in one and a working data floppy in other. That’s 

where we started using computers.  

 

The participants were exposed to two programs – Dbase and Supercalc 

(Present day Excel). The best part was one to one interactions at the end 

of session.  

 

Bankmaster package was procured from Kindle Systems of Ireland. 

Customisations as per India requirements were done by the vendor. Apart 
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from these whole lot of programs were developed to meet our specific MIS 

and other requirements. 

 

Imparting training to the staff was a mamoth task very well acomplished 

by dedicated trainers in all the four areas.  

Converting manual account records into computer files was another 

challenge – creating records, tracking day to day changes in customer 

accounts, new accounts opening, maintaining integrity to name a few.  

Close to pilot branch going live team of Systems Officers was to be trained 

and put in place for end of day / start of day processing.    

   

Hardware used those days were too bulky and had their own limitations 

on capacity. ICL 25 mini computers were procured from ICIM Ltd. The CPU 

size would be something like the size of 80 litre fridge. It could 

accommodate maximum four hard disks of 120 Mb each thus only 480 Mb 

data. Size of a hard disk was bigger than two sweets boxes (of ½ Kg 

capacity) put one above other.   

 

Knowing it in today’s time would convey some spine chills as today even 

an ordinary mobile will have at least 16 Gb. A thumb nail size pen drive 

today may hold anything between 32 – 128 Gb data. These pen drives serve 

both as back up drive and data access online. 

 

Backup drive those days were of two types – Tape Drive of the size of a 

250 litre fridge and Extended Disk Drive of the size of today’s 6-7 Kg Top 

Loading washing machine. Tape spool size was like movie film reel (Spool) 

of yester-years. It used to have magnetic tape of one cm width. Back up 

disks used in Extended Disk Drive is difficult to compare – it was 15-16 

inches diameter and 3-4 inches high.  

 

This is from where we have evolved in our automation journey from mid 

80s onwards. Older generation computers were a different ball game 

altogether. 

 

Pilot branch for Bankmaster was a small size but high profile and most 

happening branch B D Road Mumbai. After its successful rollout D N Road 

Mumbai, a full service branch was taken up. This branch had a strategic 

advantage as Technology was based above the branch. 
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At the Pilot Branch - B D Road 

                            

Systems Officers Training at Pune  
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                Some lighter moments when Chelvi wore a pagdi 

 

                                                        Bankmaster Training Batch  

                     
  Sitting L-R: R N Suthoo, Raji Salhotra, Shekhar Sawant, S N Chopra, Pattabhiramn 

  

 Standing L-R: Chinmay Mitra, Debasis Banerjee, O P Yagnik, K K Kuda, Vinod Handa,  

 V S Goyal, S C Duggal, B R Anand and Ashfaq Mattoo 
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                                                      Bankmaster Team – Offsite at Chiplun                  

                    

Front row: Dilip Rajwade, R N Wadhawan, Ami Mehta, Devika Sengupta, Khorshed 

Bhavnagri (partially hidden), Patricia D'Souza, Chintan Khanna, Ravi Sundaram, 

Sanjay Prakash, Neeta Rege, Gautam Mukherjee, Ashok Monga. 

 

Back row: SV Iyer, Srinivasan, Subir Banerji, Gautam Banerjee, Narendra Redkar, 

Eddie Soares, Karan Kapur, K Venkatesan, Mani Iyer. 
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With our Beloved Chiefs 
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Celebrity Moments 
   

When M F Hussain Visited Connaught Place and Sketched in Visitor’s Book  

 

   (L – R): O P Chopra, M F Hussain, Subhash Gupta, P K Malhotra & A Ravi Sekhar 
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Electronic Banking – ANZ Link implementation 

 

R Krishnan 

The greatest fact in the story of customer service in banking has been in its ability 

and willingness to move from an era of ‘customer went to the Bank’ to the era of ‘Bank 

went to the customer’. As we sit back today (Sep 2019) and relish / enjoy the comfort 

and benefits brought to us by the internet revolution, I request you to read this article 

by going back 25 years, with a clear perspective of time (mid 90s) and the prevalent 

technology then.  

The curtains on the elaborate and complex manual operations in the Bank 

came down with the implementation of Bankmaster across all the 

branches of the bank. Although it was a major milestone in the history of 

the Bank, the direct benefit of that phase was predominantly internal to 

the bank as significant operational efficiencies were derived along with 

enrichment in product and service delivery standards. While these internal 

benefits were being reaped, a section of the Bank was rightfully engaged 

in progressing to the next level by exploring ways and options that would 

provide direct benefits to the Bank’s customers and thereby create a 

distinct competitive advantage. Internet was still at an extremely nascent 

stage and was not seen as a viable option when the Bank decided to 

unleash the power of electronic banking to its corporate customers.  

The corporate electronic banking environment was provided by the 

product called ANZ Link. The product was essentially a secure two-way 

store & forward mechanism between Bank and a corporate using a 

standard modem connected to a computer. The bank kick started the 

project in 1995 and a specific team from India helped in getting the system 

modified for Indian environment. Only a few Banks like HSBC, Citi and ABN 

Amro had something like this. Both knowledge and acceptance level 

remained low due to most Corporates still struggling to come out of their 

attachments to historical manual processes and traditional mind-set.  

I, as the Chief Manager – Electronic Banking was entrusted with the overall 

responsibility of the ANZ Link project in India, Nepal, Bangladesh. 

Shantanu Ray from Technology side and myself from the business side 

worked with the ANZ Melbourne team in conducting acceptance tests as 

well as India specific modifications. Narender Gupta joined the project in 

December 1995 to assist me. It was planned to be rolled out in two phases 

Bankmaster based products in first phase and Trade Finance in second 

phase.  

The application had two components – main application installed at the 

server of every branch and a client component.  Once the subscription 

formalities were completed the ANZ LINK code used to be assigned by the 
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central team and advised to the respective coordinator who would then 

arrange to have it updated in the customer record in the branch system. 

Once it was done the area technical team would generate the client 

component in floppy (media) for the customer and take it to the customer 

site physically for installation in their PC / LAN.  

Everything had to be done literally from scratch as it was completely a 

new thought, process and deed both for the bank as well as its corporate 

customers. Microsoft Windows was just gaining acceptance and hence 

bank staff as well as customers needed much assistance and hand-holding 

in features and handling processes of ANZ Link along with some basics of 

Microsoft Windows as well! 

What did the corporate customer gain out of ANZ Link? 

1) There was no need to call or visit the Branch for statement of 

accounts, as the customers could log into the ANZ Link at their 

office and get connected to the ANZ LINK at the bank. The Bank 

would fetch the records from Bankmaster and store them in ANZ 

LINK for customers to dial and pick them up. The customers did not 

have to wait for the Bank branch to be open as they had access 

virtually round the clock. The data downloaded could be retained / 

saved electronically and used for system based reconciliation 

between banks’ book and customer’s book. Customer convenience 

was the prime driver here. This was the first phase. 

2) The next service to be provided was Payment module. Various 

payments ranging from transfers to customer’s own accounts to 

Third-party payments were made available. Customers could 

authenticate their messages for payments and there was no need 

for any further confirmation etc. This was the second phase. 

3) The final phase was issue of letters of credit and amendment to LCs. 

Here again, like payments, customers could provide appropriate 

authentication and there was no need for them to back up these 

instructions with manual application forms etc. Customers also got 

appropriate insights into the due dates of bills etc to enable them to 

plan their funds flow etc. 

4) In normal banking, customer mandate and authority matrix were 

monitored by the bank but in case of electronic banking since 

transaction was to be approved at the client site this monitoring 

shifted to them. In view of this changed position some legal 

documents were to be executed by the customer as part of 

subscription process to ANZ LINK. 
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The experience was wonderful especially because there were lot of 

learning both for us as well as our customers. Let me share some 

interesting episodes in the story of ANZ LINK. 

1) Customer calls up in the morning and he is quite agitated. He takes 

off…. “Your ANZ LINK is just not working, the files have not been 

downloaded, what product is this etc etc !!”. The support team has 

realized the fundamental problem. The customer had switched on 

the PC but not the modem. To ask the customer: “is the modem on?” 

could be very damaging. So, we ask them politely, how many lights 

are ‘ON’ in the modem? Most often there used to be a long pause 

from the customer end and followed by a sincere apology for the 

fundamental error of not switching on the modem or modem itself 

not there in the scene!! But customer is the King! 

2) Customer calls the ANZ LINK support staff and starts fretting and 

fuming that the ANZ LINK options are unable to be supported. The 

mouse does not highlight the options despite moving the mouse. It 

was almost on the tip of the tongue of the support staff to say “You 

need to complain to Bill Gates as it is a Microsoft problem” but 

Customer is Customer! Our support staff would delicate handle the 

situation by telling him to exit ANZ LINK and perform any other 

operation or work on Word or Excel. Again, we used to have a long 

pause…and most often it’s followed by an appropriate apology and / 

or shame for jumping to conclusions! 

3) The Bank had provided an authentication device (used to look like a 

typical calculator) to all customers for providing authentication of 

all value-based messages like payments, LCs etc. This gadget was 

called “Racal Watchword – Challenge & Response”. This gadget 

calculates a response code for a given challenge and the customer 

has to enter that response code as part of signing process for a 

payment or LC. One of my colleagues happened to be with a 

customer when he saw that the customer pointing this device to the 

computer screen and shying away people who were crossing the PC 

table. The poor customer thought that this gadget was like a remote 

and gets the response code from the computer screen!! That was 

the level of customer ignorance we had to deal with! 

4) Then we had one customer who used to be very scared of the mouse. 

Probably he thought it will give him an electrical shock. He used to 

move the mouse to the appropriate place and then remove his palm. 

Thereafter, he used to step back by a foot and then do a left click on 

the mouse with his index finger and immediately lift the finger up by 

at least two feet! I wonder how we managed to tell him “Don’t 

worry…this mouse will not bite” 
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                              ………and many more such episodes 

The organization structure of the project was – central project team based 

at Haddows Road, Chennai and in each area (North, East, West and South) 

one co-coordinator nominated from Corporate Bank sales team. The 

technical team comprising of RTSOs and system officers were the 

backbone of this system. They were adequately trained on the application 

to handle customer training and queries. The team consisting of Narender 

Gupta (Central project team & South India), Kashmira Wadia, Sandeep 

Sharma, Subhash Narain, Yaseen, Promod Chichonikar, Manoj Pandit, 

Subrata Deb Choudhary and S B Mittal  remained extremely committed and 

motivated primarily because all of us were a part of team that brought a 

paradigm shift in the way in which banking could be done. Yes, we are 

looking back after 25 years at a time today when there is virtually nothing 

in the world that cannot be done with Internet. What is important to 

recognize is that in the late 90s we as a Bank were well ahead of time to 

launch this product / service. We were at a totally different level in terms 

of offerings when compared to competition. 

Hats off to ANZGB and its committed staff members! 

   

                            ANZLink workshop conducted in GRIT Chennai 
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From Bangladesh With Love 

Items on this page have been shared by Mr Rumee Ali from Dhaka. The 

training photograph relates to the batch in which he had attended one of 

the programs. 

First comprehensive course on Bank Operations and Business Management - 1976
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Northern India Branch Conversions 

 

R. N. Wadhawan 

R N Wadhawan had joined the bank in January 1962 and worked in various 

branches and departments before coming to conversion team.  He was part of all 

the conversions in North India that got over early 1990. 

 

After working for 25 years in manual processing environment it was a 

surprise opportunity for me to contribute to banking transformation to 

automated processing. The bank had kickstarted the bank automation 

project towards end of 1985. Bankmaster application was selected and 

got customized for implementation in the bank. After its pilot rollout in 

Mumbai it was now the turn to take on Delhi branches. Upcountry branches 

in the regions were taken up post metro regions. 

Chanakyapuri branch in Delhi was chosen as the pilot branch in Delhi. 

Ashok Monga was nominated as Implementation Manager NI.  Mr C L Goel, 

who was one of the key members of central automation team was 

supervising the Delhi progress.  

Conversion activities for the pilot branch were kick started in July 87. 

Since Ashok Monga was involved in Mumbai implementation at that time 

Mr C L Goel headed the Chanayapuri project. Ashok Monga took over from 

next branch onwards. Other key members of the implementation team 

were Gaurav Seth, Sanjay Prakash, Ramesh Karmarkar and me.  The 

technical part used to be handled by the team of R.T.S.O. Ravinder 

Aggarwal and Narender Gupta 

The entire process was quite complex and time consuming since it 

involved takeover from manual records. The whole process was time 

consuming. A team of dedicated members was handpicked from the 

branches. The entire team used to work day & night to accomplish the 

task. 

The key steps were: assigning customer numbers, input static data of 

customer details, their operations instructions, Cheque book issued 

details, stop payments, special instructions, standing orders etc. Since 

day to day operations were as usual, control of the information entered in 

the system and updating any amendments the branch had done in the 

ledgers after its details were entered was utmost important. A detailed 

checklist was drawn out to monitor the activities. Data entered was 

parallelly being verified to ensure integrity.  
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At least a week before cut off date all the data entries and validations 

used to be completed and these last few days used to be dedicated to 

review and ensure every single amendments that the branch processed 

during the conversion period are recorded. Cheque book issuance and stop 

payment instructions were given special care.  

The activities to be completed by the branch by mid of this week were 

calculating and applying interest on all the accounts till cut off date, 

balance all the ledgers and ensure any difference is identified and 

rectified.  

Cut-Off date activities for the conversion team used to start mid-day on 

Saturday and used to go on till Sunday evening.  

On cut off date the branch after completing their days work, they would 

also post their GL/SGL, and parallelly balance the ledgers. Conversion 

team would start inputting the account balances in the system.  

Once balances of all the ledgers were taken over reports from the system 

were generated and balances matched with the manual control records 

like GL & SGL.  

Transaction reports from the system were also generated to tally account 

wise balances to ensure these have gone into correct accounts.  

After reports were generated while the input verification activities used to 

progress the computer terminals used to be shifted to the staff working 

desks as per branch layout. These used to tested, users created by branch 

security officers and kept ready duly tested for the staff to start the 

banking operations in new automated environment on Monday.  

Selected members of the conversion team used to provide hand holding to 

the branch for a week or so for smooth operations.  
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Rewarding Moments 

   

Performance recognition and staff welfare was one of the key initiatives of the 

Bank 
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Transaction Services n Phone Banking 
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Grindlays Expressions 

  

      

 

                                                                             In Expression Attires 
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Some Artefacts 
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                        Safe in Shimla Branch                             Safe Manufecturer Logo 

                      

                                                        Coasters Set  
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                     Care for environment:  Multi Use Internal Mail Envelop 

    

                                      Northern India Newsletter - Letter dated 10th Feb 1977  
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                           First Page of Bank Power of Attorney 

                         

                                                           

                                                    Pen Stand         
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Training Centre – GRIT 

 

Imparting the quality training was given a due emphasis by the bank. There 

were various forms of training viz, informal training in the branches, on the 

job training and formal class-room training. I understand in India the bank 

had initially setup two separate types of formal training facilities – ASIA-

CAD (earlier name Credit Analysis and Training Division – CATD) for credits 

and GRIET for operations. Whereas credits training facilities were setup 

by Mr Karthikeyan, operations training were started by My Abhijit 

Banerjee.  

Initially set up in Kolkata, these were shifted to India International Centre, 

New Delhi some time around 1975 or so. Some time end 1976 / early 1977 

GRIET was renamed as GRIT. 

Early 1979 it was to be shifted to Mint Road Mumbai. But since the 

premises was not ready till the time of shifting, it was temporarily shifted 

to D N Road Mumbai. During later part of 1979 when Mint Road facility was 

up for occupation it moved to Mint Road training centre.   

GRIT was shifted to Mount Road Chennai during 1990. Later when 

Grindlays Garden complex was ready at Haddows Road Chennai, GRIT 

found its final abode there and was functional till the bank changed hands. 

There had been challenging phases in GRIT when bulk training programs 

were to be delivered, for example the entire staff of the bank was to be 

imparted CBS training within a short span prior to CBS roll-out. The 

dedicated team of GRIT faculties took all such challenges head-on and 

accomplished all such tasks without compromising the quality. 

Given below are photographs of some of the training programs. 

First Training Batch Feb - Mar 1976       
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Training Batch – 1977 – GRIT, New Delhi 
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Training Batch 1978 

 

 

 

Training Batch 1981 – GRIT Mumbai 
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 Trade Finance Course – 1982    

 

 

Induction Course 1983 – GRIT Mumbai 
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Bourse Course - 1988 
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Bags that used to be given to participants 
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1997 at Hotel Park,  New Delhi 
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CBS Training Programs 

CBS Training Delivery was a major challenge well accomplished by GRIT 

Train the Trainers Program at GRIT Chennai 

 

  

Some CBS Training Batches in Delhi 
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